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Welcome to the autumn 2015 edition of Punchline. It has been a long time coming but its back, 

with some familiar faces and some new ones... Enjoy reading our Day in the Life section - thank 

you to Javier for being the first volunteer; find out just what our Sales & Marketing Director gets up 

to. 

 

Our Seminar is, again, just around the corner in November; trust us it will be here before you know 

it! We have fantastic opportunity for one of you to win a free place on the course so see below for 

details. And of course as usual we have some fantastic technical articles for you to get stuck into. 

 

If you have any comments or want to get in touch email us at info@iholland.co.uk, 

we always welcome your feedback. 

 

David Hinds - Managing Director 

It is with an immense amount of pride that I can welcome 

back our avid readers of Punchline as Managing Director 

of I Holland. There have been some changes in the 

shareholders of I Holland since we last wrote to you, but 

the Directors remain the same, and the plans for I Holland 

are for continued growth over the coming years. 

 

In order to deliver this plan I would like to welcome our 

new Sales and Marketing Director Javier Raposo to I 

Holland.  Javier brings with him an impressive track record 

of growing sales and we look forward to working together 

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Chris 

Prideaux for his fantastic leadership of I Holland over the 

last 12 years, and look forward to working with Chris in his new capacity as Chairman. 

 

Looking forward, we will be celebrating I Holland’s 70 year anniversary in 2016. This milestone is 

unique to a company in our industry and one that we intend to celebrate fully with customers, 

agents, suppliers and employees. I welcome suggestions as to how you would like to see us mark 

this fantastic achievement. 

 

Lastly thank you for your continued support and I am looking forward to working with you all in this 

next exciting phase of I Holland’s history. 

 

Thanks, 

David  

mailto:info@iholland.co.uk
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Win a FREE place at our next Seminar 
 

CLICK HERE to complete our quick and easy survey for a 

chance to gain a FREE PLACE on our November 

Troubleshooting seminar.  

ONE completed survey will be selected to attend our 

Troubleshooting in Tablet Tooling Seminar FREE OF CHARGE 

(including meals, accommodation and a £250 contribution 

toward travel costs).  The closing date for this is 18th 

September 2015 and the selected delegate September 2015 

and the selected delegate will be notified by email before 

25th September 2015. Entries are limited to one completed survey per person. Attendance is 

conditional on your employer’s specific permission. No cash equivalent will be offered. 

 

To find out more about our Seminars, click here  

 

Multi Tip Tooling 

 

I Holland have been manufacturing multiple-tip tooling for 30 years 

and we understand that the demand for increased production with 

minimal capital outlay has never been stronger. We are always 

striving to ensure that our punches and dies are at the very leading 

edge of tooling design, allowing our customers to retain a 

competitive edge...Continue reading 

 

Tablet Design 
 

Tablets are probably the most 

successful form of 

administering medicines. Good tablet design is extremely 

important it has an impact on anti- counterfeiting, tooling 

strength, tablet coating durability and functionality. It also 

helps to avoid downstream manufacturing problems such 

as tablet sticking, picking, lamination....Continue reading.  

A Day in the Life 

 

Find out what goes on behind the scenes in the different 

departments at I Holland. 

 

For this brand new edition of 'Day in the Life' meet Javier 

Raposo, our newly appointed Sales & Marketing Director. 

Javier takes us through his day from waking up in the 

morning to going to sleep at night and everything in 

between such as his favourite things about his job to his 

http://web.tablettingscience.com/ihollandcouk-al2si/pages/zfdtjx0eewbvgavxfjgag.html
http://web.tablettingscience.com/ihollandcouk-al2si/pages/zfdtjx0eewbvgavxfjgag.html
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ideas on implementing Spanish siestas.   

 

 

http://web.tablettingscience.com/ihollandcouk-al2si/pages/iqohjxmceesovqavxfjgag.html
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Tablet Design Services from I Holland 

July 2015 I Holland Ltd 

 

Tablets are probably the most 

successful form of administering 

medicines. Good tablet design is 

extremely important. It has an impact 

on anti-counterfeiting, tooling 

strength, tablet coating, durability and 

functionality. It also helps to avoid 

downstream manufacturing problems 

such as tablet sticking, picking, 

lamination, capping and premature 

tooling failures. It is essential to 

consider these at the beginning of the process, ensuring a problem free, high quality, end 

product. 

 

I Holland Ltd regularly work with its customers on projects 

to optimise the design of new or existing tablets and tablet 

tooling. Tapping into the vast experience of the tooling 

manufacturer is the surest way of obtaining advice on the 

best options, for a unique and problem-free tablet. 

Tablet design has an integral relationship with the 

marketing and branding of a product, influencing product 

identity, impacting on the effectiveness of film or sugar 

coating and influencing the final packaging process. 

Investment in good tablet design should not be 

overlooked by tablet manufacturers as it is key to the 

quality of the end product. It is important to consult with 

an expert tablet designer as early on in the process as 

possible, who can ensure that tablet designs are not only 

unique and visually appealing, but are also robust and 

producible in a rigorous tablet manufacturing 

environment. By making just a few simple changes to a 

design it can stop future problems from picking and 

sticking to counterfeit issues. 

 

I Holland’s design studio consists of a group of highly skilled 

tablet and tooling designers who are equipped with the 

latest CAD (Computer Aided Design) and FEA (Finite 

Element Analysis) technology. They are trained to create, 

adjust or recommend the best designs in order to optimise 

the quality of the final tablet produced. By first understanding the purpose and scope of the 

tablet, the design team can develop an innovative and creative design to deliver consistent, 

accurate and lasting tooling for the customer. 
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Meet Our Design Team 

 Steve Osborn is a leading expert of tablet and tooling design and has been 

product Design Manager since 2004. As a key member of the Customer 

Support Group, he is also responsible for the manufacturing functions of hob 

make, hobbing and heat treatment. You may recognise him from the Seminar 

workshops or from one of our Webinars. 

 

  

Phil Ball joined the I Holland team in January 2006 as a Customer Support 

Group Engineer. He has travelled to Japan, across Europe and the UK 

providing support and training for customers, on a range of technical issues 

related to tablet compression tooling. 

 

Richard Ball joined I Holland in 2011 and is a Lead Engineer within the Product 

Design team and a member of the Customer Support Team. He is responsible 

for tablet and tooling design including solving technical issues and is also 

involved in the CAD/DATA System Development. 

   

Richard Hawkins started at I Holland 15 years ago as an apprentice in June 

2000. He is now a Lead Engineer within the Product Design team and a 

member of the Customer Support Group. He deals with tablet and tool design 

and is responsible for the work flow in the design office. 

  

Laurence Mead joined I Holland as an apprentice in 2006 and worked on the 

shop floor, on various stations, gaining knowledge of the product. He has been 

working in the Design Office for almost 7 years and is involved in tablet and 

tooling design and solving various technical issues for customers all over the 

world.  

 

 

Matt Astill started as a draftsman at I Holland in 1999. He is part of the Customer 

Support Group and now works as a 3D Design Engineer. He has gained 

qualifications throughout his time at I Holland, including apprenticeships, 

advanced apprenticeships, an ONC and an HNC.  

  

Callum Longshaw started at I Holland in June 2014 as a Design Engineer & 

Customer Support Technician. After receiving his degree as a Computer Aided 

Engineer in 2012, he worked at a top laser cutting company. He is currently 

learning Japanese to aid with his job at I Holland. 
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A day in the Life of... 

 

Javier Raposo, our new Sales and Marketing Director takes us through his working day, what his 

job entails and most importantly what he enjoys about working for I Holland. 

  

Javier Raposo  

 Sales & Marketing Director 

 

How long have you been working at I Holland? 

I started in May 2015. 

  

What did you do before I Holland? 

Before I Holland I was European Sales Director & General Manager at 

SPIROL Europe. 

  

What is your favourite thing about your job? 

I like that it is linked to all departments and it is such an active role within the company. I also like 

that what we achieve in sales has a profound impact in the business. 

  

Describe I Holland in three words. 

Great dynamic people 
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I Holland: Multi Tip Tooling 

August 2015, I Holland 2015 

I Holland have been manufacturing multiple-tip tooling for 30 

years and we understand that the demand for increased 

production with minimal capital outlay has never been stronger. 

We are always striving to ensure that our punches and dies are 

at the very leading edge of tooling design, allowing our 

customers to retain a competitive edge. 

To assist our partners in their quest for increased capacity we 

developed our Multi-Tip and Micro-Tip range of Multiple Tip 

tooling. Our experience in this field has culminated in today’s 

impressive array of configuration options to suit many products. 

 

Multi - Tips 

If you are producing tablets with dimensions larger than 4mm 

then our Multi-Tip punches and dies are available for a number 

of both shaped and round tablet designs. This is available with 

an Internal or External Cap Fixing and also available with Pin 

Fixing. 

 

Micro-Tip 

For the production of tablets with dimensions of 4mm or smaller the Micro-Tab is specifically 

designed for high volume manufacture of micro-tablets. This is suitable for round or shaped tablet 

design and is available with External Cap and Internal Cap fixing.  

Internal Cap Fixing 

This design results in a seamless 

punch barrel as the cap is fitted 

inside the body. This reduces the 

risk of damage to the turret 

punch guides and oil/dust seals 

as well as reducing 

contamination concerns but 

does require disassembly before 

cleaning. The cap fixing is set to 

a specific torque to prevent it 
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from working loose. 

External Cap Fixing 

Multi-tip punches manufactured with 

the cap fixing fitted external to the 

body of the punch. In some 

circumstances this may allow more tips 

to be located on each punch. 

However, the risk of product 

contamination and damage to punch 

guides and seals increases with this 

design as does time taken to clean 

the punch due to requiring 

disassembly before cleaning. 

 

Monoblock 

 

This design is machined from single piece of steel 

resulting in a solid mono block multi-tip punch. 

Monoblock multi-tips offer benefits in reduced 

cleaning time within the PharmaCare® 7-Step Process 

and a smaller risk of product contamination 

compared to composite designs. However, it should 

be considered that any damage to the Monoblock 

punch requires the whole punch to be replaced.  

 

 

Pin fixing 

The simplicity of the Pin Fixing design makes this an effective solution for users who need to 

change the tips regularly. With a simple pin operating as the fixing device this is a straightforward 

operation. The pin-fixing of the tips also reduces the risk of cross contamination compared to other 

composite designs and is easy to clean as part of the PharmaCare® 7-Step Process.  
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I Holland Events 2015 - 2016 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Please click on the event to find out more information. 

Event Date Location 

Mahgreb Pharma  29th September to 1st 

October 

Algeria 

Pharmaprocess  27th – 28th October Barcelona 

Troubleshooting 

Seminar 

4th – 5th November I Holland, Nottingham, UK 

Andina – Pack  10th-13th November Colombia 

P-MEC  1st-3rd December India 

Propak  15th-18th March 2016 Africa 

PharmaConex  5th – 7th April Egypt 

Pharmintech 13th – 15th April 2016 Bologna 

FCE Pharma 10th– 12th May 2016 Brazil 

Interphex 29th June – 1st July 2016 Japan 

http://www.maghrebpharma.com/index.php?lang=en
http://www.pharmaprocessforum.com/en/home
http://www.andinapack.com/
http://www.cphi.com/pmec/home
http://www.propakafrica.co.za/
http://pharmaconex.net/eng/
http://www.pharmintech.it/eng/home
http://www.fcepharma.com.br/en/
http://www.interphex.jp/en/Home/

